Meet Sas™ Rich grains and gently molded curves invite people to sit and gather for casual conversations. The collection includes side chairs and stools with or without an upholstered seat. A choice of wood finishes brings a natural element to your interior.

Seating shown in Maple with Chrome legs.
Meet anywhere

Sas brings versatility to meeting spaces. Stackable side chairs and stools make it easy to accommodate additional guests. Ideal for common areas, cafeterias, waiting areas and meeting spaces, Sas provides an elegant choice for almost any setting. Make it yours with an almost endless array of upholstery options.

Additional information can be found on the Global website.

Seating shown in Luum Stimuli, Sensitive in White shell with Black legs. Zira collaboration table shown.
A high performer

The tubular-steel frame design allows side chairs and stools to be stacked away when not in use. The sculpted one-piece shell is made from high quality veneer to ensure lasting comfort. Rated to 300 lb. capacity, Sas is a high performer in workplace and education environments.
Stay for a while

Naturally curved to fit the body, Sas delivers a comfortable sit. A seat cushion adds a layer of support for longer chats.

Additional information can be found on the Global [website](https://global.com).
Stack and store

Low back bar stool

Low back counter stool with upholstered seat

Unupholstered side chairs and stools stack four high on the floor

Unupholstered side chairs stack ten high on a dolly

Shown in Designtex Reppweave, Light Grey with Winter Cherry shell and Chrome legs. Maple with Chrome legs.
Finish it your way

Cover: seating shown in DesignTex Rogowave, Light Grey with Maple shell and Chrome legs.

Please visit globalfurnituregroup.com for additional product information including environmental certifications.